
Post Doc position offered at INRA URFM, Avignon, France 

 

Title: 
What are the processes that maintain adaptive genetic diversity within populations in forest tree 

species at small spatial and temporal ecological scales? 

 

Rationale and scientific content: 
Diversifying selection structures the adaptive genetic diversity of forest trees. Range-wide 

geographic clines for important fitness-related traits such as phenology or insect / drought resistance 

are well-known in forest trees. Landscape-scale clines also exist for the same traits and at this scale, 

Qst values are typically higher than Fst values, indicating the potential role of selection on 

population differentiation at multiple scales (Le Corre and Krémer 2012). Despite this strong 

differentiation (explaining up to 30% of total adaptive genetic variance in phenology for example), 

standing genetic variation and phenotypic trait diversity remain large within populations for these 

traits and the genes involved in these adaptive traits generally show a weak population structure 

(Merilä et al 2001; Rockman 2012). Trait-marker or environment-marker association studies 

investigate the polymorphism associated to established differentiation among populations or among 

environments. At the within-population level, individual components of fitness (survival and 

reproductive success) can also be estimated, informing on locally on-going selection processes.  

 

The goal of this post-doctoral project is to investigate how genotypes, phenotypes, 

environments and fitness are linked at among- and within-population levels and how selection 

proceeds when populations adapt to sharp ecological changes. In particular, it will address the 

issue of which main drivers are responsible for the maintenance of adaptive genetic diversity 

within tree populations. 
 

The post-doc is part of the French ANR project FLAG: Forest tree ecological genetics: interplay of 

gene flow and environmental variability in shaping local adaptation and genetic adaptive potential 

((http://www.ecofog.gf/spip.php?article635). 

 

As a first part of the project, simulation studies will be used to characterize the effect of (1) local 

demographic changes (drift or niche filling lag due to recent recolonization dynamics), (2) intensive 

gene flow between divergent populations and (3) diversifying selection within population due to 

heterogeneous environmental filtering conditions, on standing genetic variation within and among-

populations. Using an individual-based demographic model for trees and simple genetic architecture 

model (L-shaped additive effects of the QTLs) with different gene flow and selection patterns in the 

landscape, the thresholds beyond which differentiation appears notwithstanding high within-

population diversity will be identified. Particular attention will be devoted to how QTL-alleles and 

their disequilibrium become distributed among populations and whether the QTLs involved in 

population differentiation remain polymorphic within populations. The study will then be extended 

to markers located in the neighborhood of the QTLs, and to sampling design of markers/QTLs 

mimicking the candidate gene approach commonly used in tree species (with typically few genes 

containing many non-independent markers). 

 

In a second step, experimental data issued from the FLAG project will be used to identify the most 

likely adaptation scenarios in various case studies. Phenotypic and genotypic data from replicated 

short scale ecological gradients will be analyzed using common statistical frameworks. Data sets 

contain adult and juvenile phenotypes and genotypes measured in situ used to assess the 

reproductive success of the adults, as well as progenies (juvenile stage) phenotypes and genotypes 

measured in common gardens from which parental genetic values can be estimated for the traits of 

interest. Model species for which data are available include Temperate, Mediterranean and Tropical 

conifers and broadleaves. The phenotypic traits available are related to survival, growth, seed 



output, water efficiency under drought conditions and vegetative bud phenology. Genotypes 

available are both neutral (microsatellites) and potentially adaptive (SNPs at candidate genes).  

 

Understanding which processes primarily act on standing genetic variation of key adaptive traits 

will make it possible for forest managers to adapt their strategies. Depending on the background 

of the selected candidate and his/her preferences, either step one, step two or both could be 

emphasized during the duration of the post-doc. 
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Additional information: 
Starting date: February 2014 

Duration: 21 months 

 

Candidates must have a PhD and a strong background in population genetics and quantitative 

genetics and be interested in the challenges posed by long lived organisms such as forest trees for 

detecting responses to selection within a few generations and across short spatial scales. Although 

not mandatory, an experience in modelling and simulation work would be an advantage. The INRA 

campus is within easy reach of the famous Avignon historical center. The INRA URFM is a 12 

scientist research group with a strong focus and experience on the functional and evolutionary 

dynamics of Mediterranean forests and with long term collaboration with the INRA Avignon spatial 

statistics group. Net salary before taxes ranges from 1950 to ~2300 euros depending on experience 

and includes full social benefits. 

 

The selected candidate position is be part of the collaborative research program FLAG 

(http://www.ecofog.gf/spip.php?article635). The selected candidate will therefore contribute to the 

program’s activities downstream of data-production actions (see program work package layout on 

the program’s webpage) and will need to have a liking for team work and for coordinating data 

transfer and analysis with multiple partners. 


